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ABSTRACT

Sediment transport and the resulting topographic features generated

by combined wave and steady flow conditions are studied by laboratory

experiments. The investigation is limited to the conditions where bed-

load is the dominant transport mode. A dimensional analysis of the

sediment and f'luid variables is performed to identify the pertinent

nondimensional parameters. Various characteristic measures of the

sediment profiles are obtained using statistical methods. These topo-

graphic measures and the sediment transport are related to the non-

dimensional parameters. A generalized expression is introduced to

describe the ripple number spectra as a function of the sediment and

flow characteristics for both local equilibrium and equilibrium states.

The net sediment transport rate is linearly related to the stream

power available at the top of the bottom boundary layer as proposed by

Bagnold. The possibi lity of quantitatively measuring the net sediment

transport rate by topographic features is proposed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Continental shelves often have noncohesive sedimentary bottoms,

For example, Newton et al. �2! mapped the sediment grain size distri-

bution for water depths less than 50 meters  m! on the North Carolina

shelf between Cape Fear and Cape Hatteras and found that the sediment

varied from mud to coarse sand. For this region, the grain size

ranges 0,125 to 0.250 mi llimeters  mm! and 0.250 to 0.500 mm repre-

sented approximately 50 percent of the total area. These grain size

ranges correspond to fine and medium sand. The fluid velocity fields

on the continental shelves are complex. Some velocity modes which

can be present in these systems include: wind generated waves and

currents, barotropic and/or baroclinic currents generated by horizon-

tal pressure gradients, and internal gravity waves. Field and labora-

tory observations have shown that once the velocity in the proximity

of a noncohesive sedimentary bed exceeds a "critical" velocity, sedi-

ment is transported. Komar et al. �1! photographed sedimentary topo-

graphic features indicating sediment transport in water depths up to

125 m on the Oregon continental shelf. The sediment transport

generated by the complex velocity field on a continental shelf can be

investigated by representing the velocity field as the combination of

a quasi-steady current, defined as the sum of all velocity components

wi th periods greater than gravity wave periods, and a nonsteady velocity

component, defined as the sum of all velocity components with periods

less than or equal to gravity wave periods. Since the velocity asso-

ciated with gravity waves decays with depth from the free surface

and is a function of the mean depth of the water, the wave velocity



close to the bed is a meaningful choice for specification of the wave

induced ve'Iocity in studies of sediment transport. For example, a

gravity wave with a height of 3 m and a period of 8 seconds  sec! has

a maximum horizontal orbital velocity near the bed of approximately 17

centimeters per second  cm/sec! at a water depth of 30 m and approxi-

mately 34 cm/sec at a water depth of 10 m.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers �2! defined two sediment trans-

port modes: bedload and suspended 1oad. Bedload transport is the

motion of particles along the bed generated by the shear produced by

water moving over the sediment bed. Suspended load transport is the

transport of particles by currents after the grains have been lifted

from the bed. While the transport mode is a function of the sediment

and hydraulic characteristics, particles larger than sand sized are

predominantly transported as bedload, sand sized particles are commonly

transported as bedload with intermittent suspension, and silts and

clays are generally transported in suspension.

Sediment transport is an important process concerning man' s

coastal activities. The design and efficient maintenance of navigable

waterways, harbors, and marine structures depends on the stability of

the sediment substrate. Beaches are also dynamic sediment transport

systems. Beach sediment budgets may include terms representing pro-

cesses such as stream sources, cliff erosion sources, inlet sources

or sinks, onshore or offshore sediment transport, sinks due to transport

into submarine canyons, and sources or sinks due to wind blown beach

sand. The net result of the sediment transport processes determines

whether a beach is eroding, stable, or accreting. Bed topographic
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features are evidence of sediment transport in areas such as the off-

shore region, estuaries, rivers, and lakes. Since bedforms are a

function of the sediment and flow characteristics and some consolidated

sedimentary rocks have preserved these features, a qualitative knowledge

of the relationship between sedimentary bedforms and flow conditions

aids geologists in their interpretation of previous depositional

environments.

McClennen �7! measured the velocity at four locations at approxi-

mately 2 m from the bed in water depths of 30 to 143 m on the New

Jersey continental shelf during the late springs of 1970 and 1971.

The range of the average root-mean-square speeds for these stations

during these periods was approximately 12 to 20 cm/sec. McClennen

also obtained wave period and height observations for the study area

from the National Oceanographic Data Center and employed the Airy

wave theory to predict the wave induced orbital velocities near the

bed. For a depth of' 30 m and an assumed critical velocity of 25 cm/sec

for the sediment, either the mean current or the wave induced orbital

velocity could generate sediment transport approximately 16 percent of

the time. However, McClennen did not consider the case in which both

the wave orbital velocity and the steady current combined to generate

sediment transport.

Since the flow fields which exist in the offshore region can be

a combina'tion of a quasi-steady current and a nonsteady velocity com-

ponent, it is important to develop and test models which predict the

sediment transport rate for these conditions. However, in the past,

sediment transport has been extensively investigated for either steady

uniform open channel flows or gravity wave motion but it has not been
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extensively investigated for combined steady current and wave condi-

tions. While measurement of the sediment transport rate in the offshore

zone is difficult, some features of the bed topography can more readily

be measured in the field or measured indirectly from photographs of

the bed topography. Therefore, establishment of quantitative rela-

tionships between the bed topographic features and the sediment trans-

port rate would provide a useful tool.

The objective of this study is to establish quantitative measure-

ments of the sediment transport rate and topographic features generated

by a combined steady current and gravity wave field in order that the

relationships between the sediment transport rate and the flow field,

the topographic features and the flow field, and the sediment transport

rate and the topographic features can be investigated. The study is

limited to the class of flows in which the steady current and the

gravity wave propagate in the same direction and bedload transport is

the dominant transport mode. To achieve this objective, laboratory

experiments were conducted in which a steady uniform current and/or

gravity waves were transmitted over an initially flat noncohesive sand

bed. The flow characteristics, bedform topography, and sediment trans-

port rates were measured. Using a dimensional analysis, the dynamic

sedimentary processes are related to the flow field.



2. LI TERATURE REVIEW

2. l Gener al

Researchers have investigated the dynamic sedimentary phenomena

generated by steady open channe'I flows, gravity waves, and same com-

bined steady current and wave conditions. Various mechanisms have been

proposed to explain these phenomena. A brief review of the bed topo-

graphy and sediment transport phenomena as well as the more successful

theories is presented to help advance the investigation of these pheno-

mena in the offshore region of the continental shelf.

The coordinate system and a few basic parameters which are used

extensively in this text are displayed in Figure l. A right-handed

Cartesian coordinate system is used. The x-axis lies in the plane of

the mean free surface of the fluid and is positive in the direction

of the wave propagation. The z-axis is positive vertically upwards.

At the mean free surface of the fluid, z equals zero. The elevation

of a surface gravity wave is r, . The distance between successive maxi-

mum values of q is the wavelength L. The time interval between succes-

sive crests is the wave period T. The mean fluid depth is h. The

density of the fluid is pf. The average fluid velocity is 0.

The mean bed elevation relative to h is represented as n. The

distance between two successive maximum values of n represents the bed-

form wavelength A. The local maximum of n is represented as n . Them'

mean grain size diameter is represented as d. The density of the sedi-

ment is p
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2.2 Bed Topography

The transport of sediment by a steady uniform open channel flow

produces unduIations in a noncohesive sediment bed. The topographic

features exhibit several we11 recognized patterns which are a function

of the sediment properties and the flow field. The intrinsic relation-

ship between the various topographic patterns and the flow field was

established by Simons et al, �8!. The experimental investigation

differentiated three classes of undulated bedforms: ripples, dunes,

and antidunes. The length of a ripple is less than 60 cm but most

ripples are less than 30 cm 1ong. The ripple height is independent of

the flow depth and is usually less than 5 cm. In the di rection of

the mean current, a ripple profile is similar to a skewed triangle

with the gentle slope facing upstream. Ripples have no effect on the

free surface of the water. A dune profile is similar to a ripple. pro-

file but its length is greater than 60 cm. The dune height, usually

greater than 5 cm, is dependent on the flow depth. The f1ow fie1d

associated with dunes has a free surface standing wave out of phase with

the dune topography. The length of an antidune is on the order of

meters and the height is on the order of a meter. The flow field

associated with antidunes has a free surface standing wave inphase

with the antidune topography. Simons et al. �8! also delineated the

bedform classes on a graph of the stream power versus grain size.

Stream power is defined as the rate at which fluid does work transport-

ing sediment. To delineate the bedform classes, stream power was

represented as O 7, where the steady uniform current shear stress

acting on the bed is represented by i. As the stream power increases,
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the bedform class progresses from ripples to dunes to antidunes but

ripples do not develop when the grain size is greater than 0.60 mm.

Several theories have been advanced to relate the bedform patterns

to the hydraulic and sediment characteristics. These theories assume

that a deterministic relationship exists between the flow field and

the bed topography. Anderson �! used potential theory to re1ate

the dune length to water depth ratio to the Froude number. The theory

compares favorably with experimental data by Hooker �0!, Straub

�9!, and Tison �1!. However, the theoretical development does not

correspond to the physica1 system since Anderson erroneously assumed

the dune profile was inphase with the free surface standing wave.

This assumption is not consistent with the experimental data presented

by Simons et al. �8!.

Kennedy �8! developed a model for determining the bedform class.

He assumed an inviscid flow field, an impermeable bottom boundary, a

sediment transport equation related to an arbitrary power of the fluid

velocity, and the lag distance concept. The lag distance was defined

as the distance which the sediment transport rate lagged the local

velocity due to the inertia of the sediment particle. The theory pro-

duces solutions corresponding to dunes, flat beds, and antidunes. The

solutions are dependent on the Froude number, flow depth, and lag dis-

tance.

Ho and Gelhar �9! presented a theoretical analysis for bedform

classification similar to the one by Kennedy �8!. The essential dif-

ference is that, the latter theory assumes a permeable bottom boundary.

The flow field in the sediment was defined by Darcy's law which repre-

sents a linear re1ationship between the fluid transport rate in a



2.1k = 1/x .

The i moment M. of a ripple number power spectral density distribu-
i

tion is defined as

G k! k' dk.

k

2.2

The characteristic length scale Ll was defined by Nordin �3! as the

reciprocal of the ripple number corresponding to the centroid of the

ripple number power spectral density distribution. This is mathemati-

cally expressed as

M
L =  � '!
1 Ml 2,3

permeable medium and the gradient of the fluid head loss. Since the

theory produces solutions corresponding on1y to a flat bed, the variety

of topographic features which is observed in nature is not modeled by

this theory.

Since bedform lengths and heights are random varialbes, statisti-

cal methods have recently been employed to characterize these features.

Many common statistical definitions are found in Hendat and Piersol �!.

Some of the less familiar definitions which are used to characterize

sediment topography are presented here. A power spectral density

function G displays the spatial  or temporal! record of a physical

process in its wave number  or frequency! components. The monents of

a ripple number power spectral density distribution are used to ob-

jectively define characteristic length scales. The ripple number k

is defined as the reciprocal of the bedform length. That is
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Rice �6! and Longuet-Higgins �4! showed that for a stationary

Gaussian process, L2 is equal to an average wavelength. The value

of the characteristic length scale L2 is

M 1/2
L =  � '!
2 M2 2.4

Jain �6! calculated L2 values from laboratory data for steady open
channel f'laws. The results showed that L2 is related to the Froude

number and flow depth.

The width a of a'power spectral density distribution is defined

as

M M Mo 4"2 l/2
o 4

2.5

2.6

As A approaches zero, the spectrum becomes infinitely narrow and a

Rayleigh probability density distribution is approached for n . A
0

Rayleigh distribution is expressed as

n > 0
0

< 0, 2.7

For a stationary Gaussian process, the probability density dis-

tribution pd of the height of the local nondimensional maximum elevations

n is a function of M and a. The local nondimensional maximum elevation

is defined as
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As h approaches one, the probability density distribution for n
0

becomes Gaussian and the spectrum is broader. A Gaussian distribution

is expressed as

1 1/2 -l pl
0 2x '0 2.8

The spectral width and the resulting distributions were derived by Rice

�6!, discussed in detail by Cartwright and Longuet-Higgins  8!, and

further reviewed by Nordin �3!. Experiments conducted by Jain �6!

showed that for the topographic features generated by a steady uniform

open channel flows, t approached one.

As the wave number increases, a power spectral density distribution

may obtain a maximum va'lue and then decay. For these conditions, the

segment of the spectrum with wave numbers greater than the wave number

for the maximum are referred to as the equilibrium range. A fully

developed topographic form is one whose profile is limited by some

"critical" angle. The critical angle for sediments is the angle of

repose e. By using dimensional ana1ysis, Hino �8! proposed a "minus

three power law" for the equilibrium range of the spectrum corresponding

to fully developed bed forms. The minus three power law can be applied

more generally. It has been successfully applied to fully developed

gravity waves by Phillips �4! and to fully developed capillary waves

by Phillips �5!. In fact, dimensional analysis shows that the equili-

brium range of any fully developed two dimensional random height dis-

tribution obeys a minus four power law. This implies that a one

dimensional di stributi on obeys a minus three power law. Hino �8!

further proposed that the equilibrium range of the spectrum for ful'ty



developed bedforms has the form

G  k! = C  e!k

12

2.9

where the coefficient C e! is a function of e only. Recently, the

results by Jain �6!, which included the experimental data obtained

by Nordin �3! and Ashida and Tanaka �!, demonstrated that the equili-

brium range of the spectra for fully developed bedforms does obey a

minus three power law. One can also use this data to show that for

the grain size range of 0.24 to 0.73 mm, the coefficient C e! is a

function of the flow parameters.

All the previous results were obtained for steady uniform open

channel flows. The knowledge of bed topographic features generated by

gravity waves is less advanced. To date, no diagram re1ating the bed

form classes to the fluid and sediment characteristics is known to

exi st.

Carsten et al. �! simulated progressive wave flow over a non-

cohesive bed in a laboratory study performed in a U-shaped tank. The

oscillatory velocity was generated by a piston in one of the vertical

sections of the tank. A dimensional analysis showed that for a given

sediment, the ripple length was a function of the orbital excursion

length of a water particle at the top of the bottom boundary layer and

to the wave frequency. These experiments were conducted at a constant

frequency. The results showed that for an orbital excursion length/

grain diameter less than 1000, the ripple length was linearly related

to the orbital excursion length, but at values greater than 1000, the

ripple length was constant. Mogridge and Kamphuis �1!, used a U-shaped
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tank to extend the experiment performed by Cartsten et al. �! to in-

elude the effect of wave frequency. The experimental results showed

that when the grai n size diameter to orbital excursion length was less

than 1000, the ripple length to orbital excursion length ratio varied

linearly with the wave frequency.

Studies of the bed topography generated by combined current and

wave conditions were performed by both Inman and Harms. Inman �3! con-

ducted field observations of the bed topography in the offshore region

adjacent to La Jolla, California. Ripple lengths were measured in

water depths ranging from 6 to 23 m. The study showed that the grain

size was the most significant parameter determining ripple length. In

general,,longer ripple lengths were associated with larger grain sizes.

However, for a particular grain size, as the water velocity increased,

the ripple length increased to a maximum value and then it decreased.

Harms �6! formalized the concept that ripple geometry may be used

to determine the re1ative magnitude of the wave orbital velocity to

mean flow velocity for combined wave and steady current conditions.

Whereas the ripples produced by waves have a near1y symmetric shape

and ripples produced by a mean current have a skewed triangular shape,

the ripples produced by combined wave and steady current conditions

exhibit a combination of these two geometric shapes. Experimental

results showed that the variability of ripple height and length is

greater for steady currents than for wave conditions. The experi-

mental resu1ts were used to develop a quantitati ve method for determining

the flow condition from the bed topography. However, only three experi-

ments involved wave orbital velocities greater than 3 cm/sec, so the

quantitative scheme relating bed topographies to flow conditions is

highly subjective.



Neither of these studies applied statistical methods to relate

ripple number spectral characteristics or bed elevation probability

density distributions to the flow field. Furthermore, no relationship

between the flow field and the sediment transport rate was developed.
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2.3 Sediment Transport

The total sediment load is defined as the sum of all the sediment

which is transported. The sediment discharge g is defined as the net

sediment load transported through a specified cross sectional area per

unit time. The net load transported per unit channel width per unit

time represents the unit sediment discharge gN. The ability to
accurately predict the unit sediment discharge for a broad range of

steady uniform open channel flows by a single equati on has not yet

been developed. Classical theories for bedload transport rates have

been developed by researchers such as DuBoys �2!, who related the

unit discharge to the bottom shear stress; Einstein �3!, who employed

statistical methods to predict the +it discharge; and Colby and Hembree

 9!, who related the uni t discharge to the mean fluid velocity and the

water depth. Comparing the range of validity of bedload sediment

transport equations with regard to laboratory and field data, Vanoni �4!

concluded that the unit sediment discharge can be related to the flow

field best by an equation of the form

2.10

where the exponent p has a value between 2 and 3.

Recently, Jain and Kennedy �7! used bed form spectra to determine

the coefficients in the sediment transport equation which was employed

by Kennedy �8! to predict the bed form class generated by steady uni-

form open channel flows. However, no sediment transport data is known

to exist which demonstrates the accuracy of the proposed sediment

transport equation.

Yang �6! applied the stream power concept to predict the suspended
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r. = a cos  k x-ft!
w

2.11

The value "a" represents the maximum displacement of r, . The angular

wave number k and the angular wave frequency f are defined as
W

2. 12= 211/L

2.13f = 211/T

The fluid velocity field over a flat impermeable bed has been

decomposed into a surface boundary layer, an inviscid interior, and a

sediment transport for sediments with a grain size range of 0.062 to

2 IIIII in uniform open channel flows. For this process the unit stream

power was defined as the time rate of potential energy expenditure per

unit weight of water. The constants necessary to relate the stream

power to the sediment discharge were obtained from an extensive experi-

mental and field data set which is referenced by Yang �6!. The final

equation accurately predicted the sediment discharge measured by

Vanoni �4! for the Niobrana River near Cody, Nebraska.

Gravity wave motions generating sediment transport in the offshore

region and in laboratory tanks can be approximated by small amplitude

wave theory. It is instructive to review the results of that theory

which are relevant to the dynamic sediment processes, The following

expressions are found in texts, such as Phillips �5!, which investi-

gate gravity wave theory. The relationships which are presented assume

a coordinate system like the one presented in Figure l. A monochromatic

gravity wave is represented as < where



bottom boundary layer. For a laminar bottom boundary layer, the

boundary layer thickness d according to Phillips �5! is

�v	/2
2.14

where v is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid.

The periodic orbital ve'locity u' at the top of the bottom boundary
layer according to Phillips �5! is

cos k x-ft! .u
2. 15

The maximum value of u' defines the characteristic orbital velocity
U'.

a f k
U

>nh k
W

2,16

Longuet-Higgins �3! showed that the mean wave induced stress ~ at
0

the top of the bottom boundary layer is

2,17

W

Longuet-Higgins �3! and Huang �2! investigated the mass trans-

port velocity induced by small amplitude gravity waves. A'Ithough the

theories differed with regard to the mass transport velocity at the

free surface and interior regions, they produced a similar results

for the mass transport velocity in the bottom boundary layer. The

theories showed that there is always a positive  in the direction of

wave propagation! mass transport velocity in the bottom boundary layer

and a flow reversal in the interior. The mass transport velocity 0

at the top of the bottom boundary layer defines a characteristic velocity
which is
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For gravity wave flows or combined current and wave conditions,

it is possible to have sediment transported upstream as well as down-

stream. For these flow conditions, a unit sediment dispersive dis-

charge gD is defined as the total load transported through a unit

channel width per unit time.

Vincent �5! measured the gN produced by gravity waves in a
laboratory system. The results show that for laminar bottom boundary

layers

2.18

Vincent was aware of the two velocity scales 0 and O'. Indeed, he
0

presented a review of gravity wave theory similar to that presented in

this report. A relationship similar to Equation 2.18 but relating

transport rate per unit channel width per unit time generated by a com-

bined wave and steady current flow field. This transport rate, i, was

related to gN as

1-Pf
i =   ' !gQN

s
2.19

The theory predicted that the transport rate is related to the flow

field as

- U
i = K w 2.20

The symbol K represents a proportionality constant and the variable

w represents the decrement in the transmitted wave power due to bed

g to 0 would have been more physically meaningful.

Bagnold �! proposed a theory for the net immersed weight sediment



drag. The basic concept beh1nd the theory is that the wave mot1on

produces the stress which is necessary to induce sediment motion and

the mean current is responsible for the net transport. The quantity

w/U' has the un1ts of a stress and can be considered as the wave in-

duced shear stress. With this representation,  w/U'!.0 is another

statement of the stream power concept.

Inman and Bowen �5! performed a laboratory 1nvestigation of the

sediment transport generated by combined flows simulating the flow

field 1n the offshore region of the cont1nental shelf. The decrement

of wave power was computed from a measurement of the decrease in wave

amplitude as 1t propagated over the sand bed, The experimental results

produced too much scatter to conf1rm the theory proposed by Bagnold

�! and the broad range of transport rates that was measured has never

been adequately explained. One source of error in the transport rates

which Inman and Bowen �5! measured was wave reflections which were

observed in the laboratory system but not measured. Longuet-H1ggins

�3! investigated the bottom boundary layer flow for the condition

of total reflection and concluded that when small amplitude waves pro-

pagate in a fluid with a constant depth and the bottom boundary layer

is laminar, a flow reversal is generated in the bottom boundary layer

during part of the wave period. Since Carter et al. �! established that

the critical reflection coefficient below which no flow reversal occurs

is 0.4, laboratory systems should be des1gned to minimize wave reflect1ons.

Inman and Bagnold �4! proposed a method for computing the longshore

sediment transport 1n the surfzone based on a stream power theory developed

by Bagnold �!. Komar and Inman �0! presented field data for the

longshore sediment transport in the surfzone which confirmed the validity

of the method.



In summary, sedimentary topographic features and transport rates

are a function of the generating flow field and the sediment character-

istics. Numerous investigations have been performed which relate these

processes to various flow fields and sedimentary conditions. However,

no investigation has been performed which quantitatively relates both

the topographic features and the transport rates to the flow field.

In particular neither of these relationships exist for the combined

steady current and wave conditions whi ch can be found in the offshore

regions of the continental shelves. In these regions it is difficult

to measure the transport rates, but photographs of the bottom topo-

graphy are relatively easy to produce. Hy quantitatively relating the

topographic features and transport rates to the combined flow para-

meters and quantitatively relating the topographic features to the

sediment transport rate, an assortment of' methods would be established

for predicting the sediment transport rate. This study attempts to

determine these relationships for combined steady current and wave

conditions in which bedload is the dominant transport mode.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

3.1 Description of the Wave-Current Tank

The wave-current tank used for this investigation is located at

North Caro'lina State University. A scale drawing of the tank is shown

in Figure 2. The 15 m tank has a cross sectional area of 60 x 90 cm .2

The tank bottom is steel and the side walls are 1.3 cm glass.

A Berkeley Pump Company centrifugal pump  Model 862RH CWG1750!,

which is powered by a U. S. Motors motor  Model F-9247-00138!, gener-

ated a steady current by recirculating water through a Berkeley Pump

Company 15 cm clear flow butterfly va'lve  Model 226!, a Rockwell 10 cm

rotor gallon register  Model Cl-8197!, and a 10 cm pipe. The pump

intake was located behind the beach sections. The exhaust diffuser

was located near the wave padd'le.

Waves with a frequency range of 0.0 to 1.87 hertz were generated

by a paddle generator. The paddle was powered by a variable speed

dynamatic motor  Model Ml-100066-0033! which is rated at 5 horsepower

for a speed range of 0 to 1680 revolutions per minute. The motor is

coupled to a paddle by a Browning A worm gear reducer which has a 15 to

1 reduction ratio. A beach consisting of a series of energy absorbers

with a decreasing porosity effectively reduced the reflected wave

energy.

Instrument carriages were supported by 1.3 x 1.3 cm steel rails2

which are located above the edge of either side of the tank. The

support system for the parallel rails included the use of hemispherical

washers so that the rails were "easily" mounted in a plane parallel to

the plane of the bed of the tank. A mobile instrument carriage was
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propelled by a variable speed motor. By using a 0.6 cm steeI cable

and a pulley system, the reversing motor drove the carriage along
the track at a constant rate in either direction.

The channel bed had a 10 cm layer of sand covering a section 6 m

long. At either end of the sand bed, an acrylic ramp with a slope of
1 to 10 made the transition from the tank bottom to 10 cm. The ramps
had open ends to that water could flow through the sand that was under
them.

The sediment used for the experiments was natural beach sand ob-

tained from above the high water level at Holden Beach, North Carolina.

Figure 3 shows the grain size distribution that was obtained from a sieve

analyis. According to the definitions presented by Folk �4!, the

sand, which has a mean size of 0.22 mm with a standard deviation of

0.74 mm, is described as fine, well sorted, near-symmetrical, mesokur-

tic sand.



3.2 Instrumentation

The fluid velocity field was composed of steady and nonsteady

components. In the experimental system, a steady current was pro-

duced by a pump whi ch recirculated water. The pumping rate was ob-

tained from data supplied by a gal'ion register located in the return

flow pipe line and a timer.

The nonsteady velocity was due to wave motion generated by a

paddle wave generator, free stream turbulence, and boundary induced

turbulence. Anemometry was used for measuring the nonsteady fluid

veloc1ties. For velocity measurements i n an aqueous environment, the

use of hot film sensors rather than hot wi re sensors has developed

primarily because hot film sensors are inherently more rugged.

Mc juivey �9! showed that the major source of sensor error is electroly-

sis which can be reduced by applying a thin coat of insulating material

over the sensor. The 1nsulation also reduces problems caused by fluid-

borne particles. The horizontal velocity probe used in this investi-

gation was bu1lt using a hot film sensor, a mount1ng adhesi ve, and a

protective coating manufactured by Micro-Measurements. The file  Model

ETG - 50C! was epoxied  M-bond AE-10! to a 1.3x2.0 cm piece of acrylic2

and a protective coating  M - coat A! was applied. The sensor was

ducted to allow unidirectional veloc1ty measurements. The sensor was

activated by a Therma-Systems anemometer system which consisted of

a power supply  Model 1051-2!, constant temperature anemometer  Model

1050!, signal conditioner  Model 1057!, and a linearizer  Model 1055!.

The probes were calibrated 1n the North Carolina State Un1versity

12x0.6x0.3 m recirculating flume. The mean velocity in the flume was3

calculated us1ng data from the gallon register in the return flow pipe
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and a timer. Figure 4 shows the calibration curve that was established

for the horizontal velocity probe and indicates that the relationship

between velocity and voltage is nonlinear. The linearizer was employed

to make the voltage vary linearly with velocity.

The free surface elevation of the wave motion was measured by capa-

citance probes that were activated by an electronic device described by

McGoldrick �8!. The capacitance probe technique was compared to an

optical technique by Sturm and Sorrell �0!. Their analysis showed

that capacitance probes are accurate for wavelengths greater than 5 cm.

Since the wavelengths produced during the present investigation were

on the order of meters, the capacitance probes achieved acceptable

accuracy. One capacitance probe was positioned at a fixed location

in the wave tank and it consisted of a taut insulated wire which pene-

trated the mean water sur face at 90 and a ground plate. This probe

produced the linear relationahip between voltage and water surface ele-

vation shown in Figure 5. Another probe, which also produced a linear

response, consisted of an insulated wire held taut by a steel bow that

also acted as the ground terminal. This probe was mounted on the

mobile instrument carriage.

The sedimentary parameters that were measured include bed eleva-

tion as a function of space and sediment transport. The bed eleva-

tion was measured by an Automation Industries ultrasonic distance meter

 Model 1050!. The probe was calibrated using distances to known eleva-

tions above the channel bed. Figure 6 shows that within experimental

limits, the distance versus voltage relationship is linear.

The method of tagging sand particles was chosen to measure sedi-

ment transport because it simulates the natural processes. Two tracer
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methods which could have been employed are radioisotopic sand, dis-

cussed by Duane �1!, and fluorescently dyed sand. The fluorescently

dyed sand method was employed for the present investigation for the

following reasons: the materials were readily available, no special

safety precautions were necessary, and no specia1 e'lectronic equipment

was necessary. The method of dying sand proposed by Masterson et al.

�5!, which is a modified version of the method proposed by McArthur

and Rector �6!, was employed to dye sand for these experiments.

To measure the sediment transport rates, a dyed sand core was

placed in an acrytic trough which contained natural beach sand. Fig-

ure 7 displays a cross channel view of the initial sediment distribu-

tion in the trough. The trough dimensions were 120 x 9 x 12 cm and3

the initial dyed core dimensions were 1.27 x 9 x 10 cm . Ouring an3

experiment the trough was centered in the sand bed in the wave current

tank. The initially level sediment surface in the trough was at the

same elevation as the surrounding sand bed. The trough ends were

removed for the duration of the experiment. At the completion of an

experiment, the trough was removed from the wave-current tank. Figure

8, which displays a typical front or cross channel view of the sediment

distribution in the trough, shows that the final dyed core dimensions

were 1.27 x 9 x z cm . For the assumptions that �! bedload was the
3

dominant transport mode, �! the cross channel transport was negligible,

�! the long channel transport was independent of position, �! there

were no sediment sources or sinks, �! and that the trough side wall

effects on the transport rate were small, the following equations were

derived for the sediment transport. The change of elevation Z of the

dyed sediment core during an experiment was
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Z = 10 - z cm 3.1

The front view, i.e. cross channel view, of the dyed sediment distri-

bution in the sediment trough indicated that an area A of dyed sedi-
C

ment had been displaced from the original dyed sediment core where

A =L Zcm
2

3.2

and L represents the core length which was 1.27 cm. Thus a volume V
c c

of dyed sand was displaced for each unit width of channel where

V = L.l Zcm 3
c c 3.3

3v.=A. - 1 cm
i i

3.4

had been displaced for each unit channel width and each L .

The average displacement distance x- for each v,. was measured as
1

the distance between the origin of the x-axis and the midpoint of the

appropriate 2.5 cm increment of the x-axis. Since the duration of an

experiment was T , the mean horizontal speed u,. of each v,, wase'

for a unit channel width of 1 cm.

This displaced dyed sediment was transported upstream and/or

downstream so the x-axis was partitioned at 2.50 cm increments. The

cross channel view of the displaced dyed sediment distribution showed

that associated with each 2.5 cm increment of the x-axis was an area

Ai of dyed sediment which had been displaced from the original dyed

sediment core. Each dyed area indicated that an increment of sediment

volume v,. represented by
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X.
cm

Q.
i T sec

e

3.5

The incremental volume transport rate Y. per unit channel width
1

per unit channel length is equal to the incremental volume transport

per unit channel width per unit channel length of the original dyed

sediment core multiplied by the average speed of the volume increment.

For this investigation this relationship is expressed as

A
vs ' u ~

1 cm
2

sec
Vi = 3.6

1 L

Thus the incremental unit mass discharge qi is

q. = a' ' p V. 3.7
cm sec

as typically 0.6. The sand was transported upstream for x.>0 and
1

downstream for x-<0. The total upstream  downstream! mass transport

Q  Q ! per unit channel width per unit time is

Q=zq.
i

x.< 0
1

3.8

cm sec

Q =; ~i~m
cm sec

x.>0
1

3.9

The unit sediment discharge is

+
Q =Q -Q

N
3.10

cm sec

where the constant a' represents a correction factor for the sand

pore space. A value of a' for beach deposits was stated by Komar �9!
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3. 3 Experimental Procedure

Initially, the wave-current tank contained no water. When the

sediment trough had been inserted in the center of the sediment bed and

the sand around the trough had been smoothed by raking, a fine jet of

water was used to minimize small irregularities. Then the tank was

slowly filled with water to the desired height which was measured by a

scale mounted on the sidewall of the tank. After recording the gallon

register reading and the time, the wave paddle and/or pump were turned

on. Simultaneous measurements of the nonsteady velocity and wave-

height were obtained over the dyed sediment core and the data was stored

on scripchart recordings and magnetic tapes. The wavelength was

measured by moving the rrebile capacitance probe downstream from the plane

of the fixed capacitance probe until the two waveheight signals were

again inphase. For several runs, a measurement of the wave field

homogeneity was recorded by moving the mobile wave gauge down the chan-

nel at a velocity on the order of 0.5 cm/sec. At the conclusion of an

experiment, the time and gallon register readings were recorded and a

bottom profile was produced by towing the carriage up the channel at a

constant velocity. This information was stored on scripchart record-

ings and magnetic tapes. After slowly draining the tank so as not to

disturb the bed forms, the bed was photographed  black and white plus

color! in both profile and plane views. Upon removing the sediment

trough, profile and plane view photographs were made of the trough

while it was illuminated by an ultraviolet light source.
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4. THE DATA

4.1 Flow Parameters

Fresh water was used for each experiment to minimize the

effects of surface contamination on the wave characteristics. The

+
water temperature was always 18 -2 degrees Celsius so the kinematic

viscosity was approximately constant and equal to 0.01 cm /sec. The
2

mean still water depth was approximately 15.2 cm. Table 1 is a tabu1a-

tion of the numerical values of several flow parameters which varied

among the experiments. The methods employed to procure these numerical

values follow.

During each experiment, the wave height was recorded on a scrip-

chart and magnetic tape. Figure 9 displays a reproduction of a portion

of a typical scripchart wave height record. The angular wave fre-

quencies, f, and the wave amplitudes, a, were obtained from these

records.

During each experiment, the nonsteady horizontal velocity 3 cm

above the mean bed level was recorded on a scripchart and magnetic

tape. Figure 10 displays a reproduction of a typical horizontal velo-

city scripchart record. The maximum wave velocities at 3 cm above the
I

bed, 0, were obtained from these records.

The wavelength, L. was measured and recorded during each experi-

ment. It represents the minimum nonzero separation for which two

capacitance probes were inphase.

Small amplitude shallow water wave theory was employed to

calculate the maximum horizontal displacement of a water particle from

its mean position. This excursion length, L �, was calculated using
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the experimental data and Equation 4.1 from Lamb �2!.

a

ex snin Si 4.1

Experimental data and Equation 2.16 were used to calculate

the wave induced mass transport velocity, 0 , at the top of the
0

bottom boundary layer. Equation 2.16 is reproduced here as Equation

4.2.

af� k
U

sinh k h
4.2

The average velocity 0 was calculated from a continuity expres-

sion relating the water transport rate through the return flow pipe

and the transport rate through the tank test section,

The duration of an experiment, T , was measured by a timer and

recorded at the conclusion of an experiment.
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4. 2 Sediment Parameters

The unfiltered tape recordings of the bed topography were pro-

cessed by a Nicolet correlator  Nodel UC-202C! to produce probability

density and cumulative distributions. These graphs are displayed in

Appendix 9.1. The initial sand depth for each experiment was approxi-

mately 10.0 cm which defines the datum height represented by 0.0 cm

on the graphs. For each distribution, the correlator approximated

3.25 m of analog topography by 3.25 x 10 data points which were7

sorted into 512 levels. Since the correlator full scale output

represented a bed elevation range of + 25.4 mm, the 512 levels yield

a vertical resolution of 0.1 mm. For each experiment, 77 equally

spaced points were obtained from the probability density distribution

and used to compute the standard deviation STOVt, skewness SKt, and

kurtosis Kt. The subscript "t' is used to emphasize that these para-

meters correspond to unfiltered data and in the text they are referred

to as bed form values. The experimental values are tabulated in

Table 2.
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cm

2A
28
2C

3B

5A
5B

5C

Run

lA
18
1C
1D
lE
1F

STDV

0. 72

0.70
0.50
0. 55

0. 77
0.98

0. 83
0.73
1.12

1.19

1.22

0.84
0.89

SKt

0.36

0.10
0.34
0.05
0.30
0. 29

-0. 36

1 . 01
0. 65

0 ~ 15

0. 32

0. 44
-O. 21

2.22
2.59
2.35

2.90
3.02

2.26

3. 09

4.09
2.97

1. 91

2.08
2.92
3.84

Table 2. Bedi'orm Statistical Measures Obtained From the Bedform
Probability Density Distributions.
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Ripple number power spectral density distributions were produced

for each bed topographic profile by a Nicolet spectral analyser

 Model UA-500A-l!. The normalized spectral distributions are pre-

sented in Appendix 9.2. By averaging 64 spectra, the analyser achieved

a normalized statistical error of 12.5 percent for each spectrum. Each

of the 64 spectrum represented 1.25 m of analog topographic data by

512 data points so the ripple number resolution is 0.08 mm . For each

experiment, 91 equally spaced points were obtained from the power

spectral density distributions and used to compute the moments of the

ripple number spectra tabulated in Table 3,
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Run M M3 M4

-1
cm

-3
cm

-4
cm cm

-2
cm

1.21
1,25
2.26

0.0154
0.0127
0.0182

2A
28

2C

0. 239
0. 224
0.354

0.0566
0 ' 0491
0.0725

8.03
8.55

19.32

1.203B 10.41 0 ~ 184 0.0363 0.0087

5A
5B
5C

11 ~ 96
18.43
16.49

1.59
2.54
1.67

0. 295
0. 421
0.238

0.0690
0.0847
0.0467

0. 0189
0.0205
0.0116

Table 3. Moments of the Ripple Number Spectra.

1A
1B
1C
ID
1K
1F

9. 66
12.63

5.72
10.12
19.85
12.77

1. 66
1.86
0.70
1.55
2.18
1.41

0.339

0.340
0.117
0.296
0.309
0.204

0.0789
0.0730

.0.0259
0.0667
0 ' 0573
0.0383

0.0205
0.0180
0.0069
0.0171
0.0134
0.0090
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The area under each spectrum is a measure of the variance  STDV !
r

for ripples with lengths between 2.5 and 25 cm. These values were

calculated using the 91 points from each distribution. Equations 2.3,

2.4, and 2.5 were used to ca'Iculate the characteristic length scales

Ll and L2 and the spectral width a. All the parameters calculated

from the spectral distributions represent only those bedform with

length between 2.5 and 25 cm, so these parameters are referred to as

ripple parameters in the text. The experimental values of STDV�, Ll,

L2, and a are tabulated in Table 4.



Run STDV Ll L2

cm

0. 18
0. 18
0. 28

2A
2B

2C

6. 64
6.84

8.55

5.80
6.18

7.39

0. 73
0. 73

0. 80

3B 8. 68 7.52 0.790.20

5A
5B

5C

0. 20
0. 27

0. 26

7.52
7,26
9.87

6. 37
6. 62

8. 32

0. 79
0. 73

0. 84

Table 4. Ripple Statistical Measures Obtained From the Ripple
Number Power Spectral Density Distributions.

lA
1B
1C
1D
EE
1F

0.20
0.22
0.15
0.20

0.28
0.23

5. 82
6.79
8.17
6.53

9.11
9.06

5. 34
6. 09
6.99
5.85

B. 01
7. 9'I

0. 65
0. 70
0.81
0.71
0. 80
0. 80
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The cross channel view, color slides of the dyed sand distributions

in the sediment trough were used to calculate the sedi ment transport

rates. The photographic images were projected on graph paper and the

dyed sand distributions were mapped. The Ai areas were computed for

2.5 cm wid'e vertical columns. The xi distances were the distance from

the dyed sand core to the A. midpoints. The transport rates Q , Q , QN,

and Q were computed using Equations 3.8 - 3. ll respectively and are

tabulated in Table 5.
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Run <o

0.55
0.98

0.74

2B 0,00 0.82 G. 82 0.82

0.38
1.17
Z. 53

-0. 24
0,73
2.53

0. 31
0.22

0. 00

0. 07
0. 95
2.53

5A
58

5C

Table 5. Sediment Transport Rates.

lA
le
1C

10
1E
lF

0

10 2~m
cm sec

0. 04
0. 04

0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00

0

10 2~m
cm sec

0. 11
0. 16
0.72
0.55

0.97
0.74

QN
19 2~m

cm sec

0. 07

0. 12
0.72

0.55
0. 96
0. 74

10
cm sec

0.15
0.20
0.72
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5. ANALYSIS

5.1 General

The bedload sediment transport and topographic features generated

by fluid flow fields are a function of both the fluid-sediment boundary

layer structure and the response characteristics of the sediment

particles to the flow field. Classification of the experimental

boundary layers as well as a simple model which yields a characteristic

time scale for a moving particle to respond to horizontal velocity

variations are presented as an aid to provide a better qualitative

understanding of the physical system which existed in the laboratory.

No boundary 'Iayer classification method is known to exist for

either a wave or a combined wave and steady current flow field over

the irregular topography of a mobile, permeable sediment bed. However,

for the experimental data, the characteristi c height to length ratio

of the topographic features will be shown to be small so the beds can

be approximated as flat. Furthermore, the effects of mobility and

permeability on the boundary layer characteristics are assumed to be

small. With these approximations, the boundary layers of the experi-

ments involving only wave induced sediment transport can be classified

by a method proposed by Horikawa and Watanabe �1!. However, no

boundary layer classification method is known to exist for combined wave

and steady current conditions. Therefore, characteristic parameters

are defined and their experimental values are employed in both a wave

boundary layer classification scheme and a steady current boundary

layer classification scheme. Finally, the results of the boundary

layer classification are sumnarized.
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The progressive wave boundary layer classification scheme which

was proposed by Horikawa and Watanabe �1! is employed to classify the

boundary layers which developed during the experiments in which pro-

gressivee waves were the sole mechanism generating sediment transport.

The classification scheme is summarized in Table 6. Since the bedform

height to length ratios, i.e. STDVt divided by L2, are on the order of
one-tenth, the bed topography is approximated as f'Iat. The maximum

boundary layer thickness was calculated to be 0.94 mm and the mean

grai n size was 0.22 mm. Thus b/d was always less than 6.54 which indi-

cates that all the boundary layers were rough' To determine whether a

boundary layer is laminar or turbulent, this classification scheme

employs the wave Reynolds number, R ., which is defined as
v

5.1

Since the experimental values of the wave Reynolds number are less

than the critical value of 104, all the boundary layers were laminar.
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Smooth: 6/d > 6.54

U' s
Laminar: < 160

U' s
Turbulent: > 160

V

Rough: 6/d < 6.54

Laminar: � < 104
U' d

Turbulent: > 104

Table 6. Progressive Wave Boundary Layer Classification Scheme by
Horikawa and Watanabe �1!.



all the boundary layers were rough. The peak veloc1ty, u , which is de-
p

fined as

5.2u =U+U
p

is chosen as the characterist1c velocity f' or the comb1ned wave and steady

current boundary 1ayer classification and is employed in the wave Reynolds

number relationship. The wave Reynolds number 1s less than the critica1

value of 104 for all the experiments, except 5C wh1ch has a value of 107.

Thus this class1fication method indicates that all the combined flow

boundary layers were laminar with the exception of experiment 5C which had

a turbulent boundary layer.

The boundary layers of the cobmined wave and steady current experi-

ments can also be classified according to a scheme for steady flows. Ex-

periments by Hegge-Zejnen �1! and Hansen �5! demonstrated that the

critical Reynolds number, R , for a steady flow over a flat plate is 3 10 .5
x

The Reynolds number for this class of flows is expressed as

u x
R

x 5.3

For the combined wave and steady current experiments, the characteristic

length scale L> was on the order of 10 cm and the magnitude of the peak

The boundary layers which developed during the comb1ned wave and

steady current exper1ments are first class1fied according to the progressive

wave boundary layer classification scheme proposed by Horikawa and Watanabe

�1!. Again, all the bedform height to length ratios are on the order of

one-tenth so a flat bed classif1cation method 1s employed. Since the

boundary 1ayer thickness to grain size ratios were all less than 6.54,
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velocity was less than 50 cm/sec, so the maximum value of the Reynolds

number is on the order of 5 10 . Therefore, the steady current boundary4

layer classification scheme indicates the boundary layers were laminar.

For steady laminar flows over flat plates, the experimental results pro-
duced by 8lassius �! demonstrated that the boundary layer thickness 6

x

is a function of the Reyno1ds number and the horizontal length scale as
defined in Equation 5.4.

5 x
X 5.4

For the assumptions which have been made, the results of the boundary

layer classification are now summarized. �! During the experiments in

which only progressive waves were employed, the boundary layers were

rough and laminar. �! During the combined wave and steady current experi-

ments, the progressive wave boundary layer classification scheme indicates

the boundary layers were rough and laminar with the sole exception of ex-

periment 5c which was rough and turbulent. For these same combined wave

and steady current experiments, a steady current boundary layer classifica-

tion scheme indicates the boundary 'layers were all smooth and 'Iiminar.

The motion of a sediment particle obeys Newton's first law which is

also known as the law of enertia. Equation 5.5 is an expression relating
the horizontal motion of a suspended sediment particle to the net horizon-

tal fl uid force D.

For the experimental values of L> and u, a minimum boundary layer thickness
p

of 2 mm was calculated. Therefore, bL /d was greater than 10 which indi-
"2

cates that all the beds were smooth.
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M du=-D.
dt

5.5

The variable M represents the effective mass of the particle considering
buoyancy effects. The solution of this equation which also satisfies the

proper boundary condition will define the subsequent motion of a particle

for a given situation. The purpose of this exercise is to establish the

order of magnitude for the response of a suspended sediment particle to

horizontal velocity variations. Since only the order of magnitude of

the response time is desired, the following problem will be considered.

The sediment particle is represented by a sphere which is movi ng with an

initial velocity u relative to the surrounding fluid. What is the sub-
0

sequent motion of the sphere? An obstac1e arises in obtaining a general

solution of Equation 5.5 since the functional form of D is a function of

the Reynolds number. However, the Stokes drag D on a sphere is a valid
s

representation of D for a particle diameter Reynolds number less than 0.2

and it is a fair approximation for a particle diameter Reynolds number less

than 500, so a solution will be obtained for this range of Reynolds num-

bers. The Stokes drag on a sphere according to Schlichting �7! is

5.6D =3K duu
s

where p is the dynamic viscosity.

u t! = u exp  -  � !t! ~3ndu
0 M 5.7

Thus the subsequent horizontal motion of a sphere which is initially moving

with a velocity u with respect to the surrounding fluid is
0
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Finally, the response time t is defined as the time for a sphere to reach
0

0.37 u . Since the effective mass of a sphere is

=6 md P -Pfj1 3
5.8

the response time is

N 1 P -Pf d2
o 3 d 18 pf v 5.9

The quartz sand which was used in the experiments was approximately

spherical. Since the largest value of the peak horizontal velocity was

approximately 50 cm/sec and the mean grain diameter was 0.22 mm, the grain

size Reynolds number was always less than 110. Therefore, t is

employed to estimate the order of magnitude of the time for the moving

sediment particles to respond to velocity variations. This response time

was calculated' be approximately 4 milliseconds. Since the wave orbital

velocity had a period on the order of 1 second, the moving particles could

readily respond to these velocity fluctuations.



5. 2 Dimens i onal Anal ys i s

No proven analytical equation exists which can predict the topo-

graphic features or sediment transport rates produced by a combined

wave and steady current flow field in which bedload is the dominant

mode of sediment transport. Since experimental data for the topographic

features, sediment transport rates, and the flow field has been obtained

for combined wave and steady current flows in which bedload was the

dominant transport mode, a dimensional analysis is performed to identi-

fy the significant nondimensional parameters. The results of the dimen-

sional analysis wil1 be used to investigate the relationships among the

topographic features, the sediment transport rates, and the nondimension-

al parameters. Let any dependent variable which measures a sedimentary

feature or process be represented by p . To obtain a meaningful dimen-

sional analysis, the relevant sediment and f'Iow field variables must be

specified. The sediment variables will be established first. Both a

static classification, which is based on the grain diameter, and a dyna-

mic classification, which is based on the grain fall velocity, exist for

sediments. Since the sediment transport process is dynamic, the dynamic

sediment classification method is employed in this dimensional analysis.

To completely specify the mdiment characteristics by this method, w,

pf, p, u, g, and 0 must be specified as the independent variables.s

The angle of repose, 0, of the sediment is included because this angle

limits the development of the iopographic features. For sediment parti-

cles which are approximately spherical, as is the case for natural sand

sized quartz sediment found in the offshore region of the continental

shelves and the sediment employed in the p"esent investigation, specifica-
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~Smbpl Definition Units Dimension

sediment particle fall velocity m
sec

density of the fluid

acceleration due to gravity L

T2

density of the sediment M

L

's

dynamic at scoot ty of the fiend M
sec L

depth of the f1ui d

progressive wave angular
frequency sec

m
sec

0 m
sec

Nondimensional Nondimensionalangle of repose of the sediment

k al mo2 seca3 Mal'Lola sedimentary process

Table 7. Primary Variables for Combined Wave and Steady Current Sedimentary
Processes.

progressive wave orbital
velocity at the top of the
bottom boundary 1ayer

total mean current; wave mass
transport velocity at the top
of the bottom boundary layer
+ the depth averaged steady
current velocity

m
2

sec

al, a , a specify the appropriate

units and dimensions of 0.



tion of pf, p , p, and g allows either d or w to be determined when the

other one is specified. For practical application, Mitchell �0! has

0 =0 D.
t o 5.10

These eleven independent variables, which are summarized in Table 7,

were employed in a Buckingham Pi analysis. The variables represent

three dimensions  mass, length, and time! so that wi th the selection of

w, pf, and g as the basic dimensions, ei ght Pi, H., equations are
i

generated. These equations are:

5.11

presented a series of equations and graphs which permit the determina-

tionn of w or d for a wide range of the appropriate variables. Using this

method, the fall velocity of the mean grain size of the sediment used in

the experimental system was calculated to be 3.2 cm/sec.

Four independent variables are necessary to specify the velocity

field at the top of the boundary layer for combined wave and steady

current flows. The variables h, f, U', Ot are chosen. The flow depth
is important in determining whether interactions occur between the free

surface of the fluid and the sediment bed, The wave frequency indicates

a time scale for the nonsteady processes and variables. At the top of

the bottom boundary 1ayer, the wave induced maximum orbital velocity is

an order of magnitude 'Iarger than the wave induced mass transport velo-

city. Therefore, the wave induced orbital velocity can be an important

mechanism which initiates sediment transport whereas the tota1 mean cur-

rent Ot produces the net sediment transport where
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s

2 Pf 5 ~ 12

H3 =
Pf.w

5. 13

4 5.14

f w
H
5 g 5.15

0 I
n

6 w 5.16

0
1T7 =�

5.17

and

"8 = '4 '5 '68 tIs,w ,pf . 9 ~ 5.18

These eight Pi terms specify a functional relationship such

that

a4 tss ts6 S u q h 4 f.W U' tiQf ~ 9 s s s 3s ~s g s w s w
f f.w w

5.19

Ouring the experiments, the variables 8, p, pf, g, g, and h were
s

constant so the Pi terms one through four are constant with values of

approximately 30 degrees, 2.65, 0.30, and 1450 respectively. The large

difference between the experimental value and the real world value of the

It4 term appears to be the most serious restriction whi ch might limit

the range of application of the concepts which will be developed from
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the experimental data. However, photographs by Komar et al. �1!

established the existance of ripples in the offshore region of the

continental shelf and ripp1es were the bedforms generated in the labora-

tory system. Also, Simons et al. �8! found that there is no interaction

between the ripple topography and the free surface of the flu1d at small

Froude numbers. The largest Froude number for the exper1ments was

small since it was on the order of 0.25. Thus an extension of the con-

cepts derived from the experimental data to similar flow conditions at

greater depths should be valid.

The Buckingham Pi theory allows man1pulation of the independent

varibles. Therefore, to obtain an independent variable which relates

the relat1ve magnitude of the total steady current to the orbital wave

velocity, the terms U'/w and 0 /w were combined to form � /U'! . The

variable  O /U' ! wi 1't be referred to as the relative flow intensity.

As the flow varies from a strictly wave condition, to a combined wave

and steady current condition, and finally to a strictly steady current

condition, the relative flow intensity var1es from  ak! to -. This2

entire flow range will be designated as combined flows. The strictly

wave conditions and the strictly steady current conditions are sub-

sets of the set of combined flows. The term 9 /w is also squared and

 Ot/w! defines the relat1ve mean flow intensity.2

Thus the final form of the funct1onal relationship for the sedimen-

tary processes and features generated in the laboratory system is ex-

pressed as the function F which appears in Equation 5.20.

F  a4 ~5 u6 f w   t
   t
 0O 0

U' w
5.20
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5.3 Hed Topographic Features

5.3.1 General

Previously investigators frequently used a deterministic approach

to characterize the topographic features generated by steady open

channel flows or pure gravity wave motions. Since bed topographies are

random rather than deterministic, statistical methods must be employed

to obtain meaningful quantitative measures of the characteristic para-

meters. Statistical methods have been employed to quantitatively

measure the characteristic parameters of the bedform profiles generated

during this investigation. Relationships between the dependent varia-

bles and the independent variables developed in the dimensional analy-

sis will be presented.
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5.3.2 Ripple Length

The ripple length L2 is the dependent variable which is used to

represent the characteristic ripple 'tength for the experimental data.

This length scale is defined as a ratio of moments of the r1pple num-

ber spectra and if the ripple length is normally distributed, 1t equals

the mean ripple length. Several models are investigated in an attempt

to predict the nondimensiona1 ripple length, L2 -g/w , as a function of2

the independent variables.

Figure ll displays the log-log form of the nondimensional ripple

length with respect to the relative mean flow intensity. A positive

correlation exists between the vari ables and 63 per cent of the vari a-

tion in the nondimens1onal ripple length is accounted for by the varia-

tionn in the re'Iati ve mean flow intensity. The remaining variation of

the nondimensional ripple length is not a significant function of the

nond1mens1onal frequency.

Figure 12 displays the log-log form of the nondimensional ripple

length w1th respect to the relative flow intensity. A posit1ve corre-

lation exists between the variables and 64 per cent of the variation i n

the ripple length is accounted for by the variation in the relative

flow intensity. The variat1on due to the different nondimensiona1 fre-

quencies is responsible for some of the remaining d1fference between

the observed values and the simple regression mode1.
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5.3.3 Roughness Amplitude

63

No consistent relationship exists between the nondimensional

ripple amplitude STDV g/w and the independent variables.2
r

The relationship between the nondimensiona'1 bedform amplitude

STDVt g/w and the nondimensional frequency for the data representing2

the progressive wave experiments is shown in Figure 13. Since the

remaining Pi parameters and g/w were constant, the existing experi-2

mental data shows that the bedform height increased linearly with an
increase in the wave frequency.

The nondimensional bedform amplitude data for the combined f1ow

experiments is displayed with respect to the relative flow intensity in

Figure 14. For a constant value of the relative flow intensity, the

nondimensional bedform amplitude increase as the nondimensional wave

frequency increases. For constant nondimensional wave frequencies, the

nondimensional bedform amplitude decreases before increasing as the
re'lative flow intensity increases.

In section 2.2 the method developed by Rice �6! for specification

of the distribution of the local maximum ripple elevation, n, from a
0

measurement of the moments of the ripple number spectrum was presented.

For a equal to 1  or 0! the distribution of n is Gaussian  or Rayleigh!.
0

The values of a for the gravity wave experiments are plotted as a

function of the nondimensional frequency in Figure 15. This graph

shows that for the range of nondimensional frequencies which is pre-

sented, h increases linearly as the wave frequency increases.

The values ot h for the combined flow experiments are plotted as

a function of the relative flow intensity in Figure 16. This graph
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shows no consistent functional dependence between h and the dimension-

less frequency. As the relative flow intensity increased to approxi-

mately 2.5, a approached 0.80. The investigation by Vain �6! of

steady open channel flow bedform topography established that a equals

one for fully developed bedform spectral distributions. It is apparent

that data at larger relative flow intensities is necessary to establish

the method in which d approaches this limit.
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5.3.4 Bedform Kurtosis

Kurtosis is a measure of the peakedness of a probability density

distribution. As a standard for comparison, the normal distribution

has a kurtosis value of 3.0.

A graph of the bedform kurtosis versus the relative flow intensity

is displayed in Figure 17. The mean and standard deviation of the ex-

perimental kurtosis va1ues are 2.66 and 0.59 respectively. The graph

suggests that the bedform probability density distribution may tend to

be platykurtic, i.e. have a kurtosis less than 3.0. The sign test is

a statistical method which was employed to test this hypothesis. The

sign test can be found in Davies and Goldsmith �0!. At the 95 per

cent confidence level, the sign test indicates that no significant

difference exists between the kurtosis of the bedform and the norma1

probabi'lity density distributions. Therefore, the bedform kurtosis is

approximately Gaussian.
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5. 3. 5 Hed form Skewness

Skewness is a measure of the asymmetry of a probability density
distribution. As a standard for comparison, the normal distribution
has a skewness of zero.

The skewness of the bedform probability density distributions is
plotted as a function of the re1ative flow intensity in Figure 18.
lhe mean and standard devi ati on of the experimental s kewness values are
0.26 and 0.35 respectively. The data suggests that the bedform skew-
ness may typically be positive which would indicate that the sediment
above the mean bed level has more relief than the sedi ment below the mean
bed level. Since 11 of the 13 skewness values are positive, the sign
test indicates that the bedform skewness is positi ve at the 97.5 per-
cent confidence level. This data for bedform skewness quantitatively
demonstrates that geologists correctly employ the skewness of bedforms,
generated by flow conditions similar to those of the laboratory system,
as an aid in interpreting previous depositional envi ronments. For
instance, when bedforms exist in a consolidated sedimentary rock, their
skewness can establish the orientation of the rock with respect to the
free surface of the water at the time when the material was deposited.
It can also be used to determine whether the rock represents the ori gi-
nal bedform or a cast of the bedform produced by the consolidation of
sediment deposited over the original bedform.
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G k! = C o!k 5. 21

Clearly a more general expression is needed to represent the equili-

brium range of the bedform spectrum for local equilibrium conditions.

The dimensional analysis which was presented in section 5.2 suggests

that a general form of Equation 5.21 may be expressed as

G k! = C" k 5.22

where

5.3.6 Equilibrium Range of the Ripple Number Spectra

Fully developed bedforms are bedforms whose size is limited by

the angle of repose of the sediment. The work by Hino �8! and Jain

�6! established that the equi'librium range of the power spectral

density distribution for fully developed bedforms obeys a "minus three

power law." Hino further proposed that the constant of proportionality

is a function of only the angle of repose. However, the experimental

data presented by Jain can be used to demonstrate that the constant

of proportionality is also a function of the flow field.

For low flow velocities, it is physically possible that mechanisms

other than the angle of repose limit the development of the topographic

features. For these low flow conditions, the fluid and sediment pro-

cesses will establish a local equilibrium condition even though the

size of the topographic features is not limited by the angle of repose.

As the velocity is increased, the topographic features can continue to

develop unti 1 their size is limited by the angle of repose, i.e. the

bed is fully developed. The equation proposed by Hino  l8! to repre-

sent the equilibrium range of a fu1ly developed bedform spectrum is
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5.23

O 2 O 2
  s ~u ~h fw   t!   t! !

5. 24

With this representation of the equilibrium range, the relative slope

to the minus M power has a large effect on the value of the equilibrium

range coefficient C of the nondimensional ripple spectra. However,

by employing 100w /g, C is a slow1y varying function of the flow and2

sediment char acteri sti cs.

During the experiments, several of the Pi val ues were constant so

in the data analysis the genera1 relationship for the equilibrium range

spectrum reduces to

G k! = C k 5.25

where

5. 26

and

5.27

M of the spectrum would be zero when the bed is fu1ly developed. The

logic used to choose the factor 100 w /g in Equation 5.23 was as2

foIlows. The order of magnitude of w /g is 0.01 cm. This value raised2
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The ripple number spectra are displayed in log-log form in Appen-

dix 9.2. The relative slopes were obtained from these graphs and the

values of the equilibrium range coefficients were obtained for k equal
-1

to 1.0 cm . The equilibrium range coefficients are plotted as a

function of the nondimensional frequency for the wave experiments in

Figure 19. The graph shows that C increased linearly as the nondimen-

sional frequency increased.

The equilibrium range coefficient of the nondimensional ripple

spectra for combined flows is plotted as a function of the relative

flow intensity in Figure 20. The data shows a decreasing scatter as the

relative flow intensity increases.

The relative slope is plotted as a function of the nondimensional

frequency for the wave experiments in Figure 21. The data shows that

the relative slope is negative for the gravity wave induced topographic

features. The value of M increases asymptotically to zero as the non-

dimensional frequency increases.

The relative slope is plotted as a function of the relative flow

intensity for the combi ned flow experiments i n Figure 22. The graph

shows that all the values are less than or equal to zero and that as

the re1ative flow intensity increases, the relative slope approaches

zero.
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5.4 Sediment Transport

Table 8 presents a tabulation of experimental values of the

nondimensional flow parameters and the corresponding nondimensional

dispersive and net sediment transport rates obtained during this

investigation. In addition, thedata obtained by Inman and Bowen �5!,

hereafter referred to as Inman, for combined flow sediment transport

is also presented in the appropriate format in Table 8. In his labora-

tory experiment, Inman employed quartz sand which had a mean diameter of

0.19 mm and he measured the sediment transport by weighing the sand

whi ch was caught in traps at either end of the test section in a wave

tank. To present this data in the form which was developed in the

dimensional ana'Iysis of this text, a fa11 velocity of 3.2 cm/sec was

calcu'lated for the O.I9 mm quartz sand by the method presented by

Mitchell �0!.

Experiments 4AI and 5A display results that are not expected from

a consideration of the theories developed by Longuet-Higgins �3! and

Huang �2!. These theories predict a positive  in the direction of wave

propagate! drift velocity in the bottom boundary layer for small ampli-

tude waves propagating over a flat impermeable bed. Therefore, sand with

a dominant bedload transport mode shou1d have a positive net sediment

transport when it is generated by combined flows in which the wave and

steady current propagate in the same direction. A plausible explana-

tion of the negative net transports is wave reflections. The primary

source of wave reflections in laboratory systems is incomplete wave

energy absorption by the beach at the end of the tank. Inman noted

but did not measure wave reflections. The measured wave reflection
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for experiments lA, 1C, and 1E was approximately 0.12, 0.20, and

0.31 respectively. Unfortunately, the reflection for the other runs

was not measured. Since reflected waves probably induced the negative

net sediment transports in runs 4AI and 5A, these runs are not included

in the analysis.

Although sediment transport may occur as bedload, suspended load,

or a combination of bedload and suspended load, the present inquiry is

limited to an investigation of sediment transport generated by combined
flows which produce bedload as the dominant transport mode. The data

incorporated from the study by Inman was generated at two wave fre-

quencies. The lower frequency data set is within the range of fre-

quencies generated during the present investigation. For these experi-

ments, the net transport rates are consistent with those obtained during

the present investigation. Except for the flow depth Pi value, the Pi

values for the lower frequency data set are similar to the Pi values

for the present investigation. The flow depth Pi value in the study by
Inman is approximately three times the flow depth Pi value in the pre-

sent investigation. Since the net sediment transport rate for these

experiments are similar, the influence of the flow depth on the net

sediment transport rate was small.

The higher wave frequency data set produced by Inman had the

highest frequency waves generated in these experimental systems. In-

man recorded the presence of suspended sediment. While the other Pi

values for this data set are within the range of values established by

the remaining frequency data sets, the net sediment transport rate

increased significantly with respect to the transport measured at the



Qn g 0log   " ! = 0.98 log  g ! - 0.49
Pf W

5.28

or equivalently as

Q� g Ot - 0.98
0.32  p-!

Pf.w
5.29

with a correlation coefficient of 0.50. Thus for the range of data

that was examined, the regression model shows that the net sediment

transport rate increased approximately linearly as the relative flow

intensity increased.

Figure 24 shows the nondimensional net sediment transport rate as

a function of the relative mean flow intensity. For comparison, the

data generated by Inman is also pb!tted on this graph. A regression

lower frequencies. This data emphasizes the tremendous increase in

the sediment transport rate which can be generated by combined flows

which produce suspended sediment transport. Since the sediment trans-

port process associated with the highest wave frequency data set

generated significantly greater sediment transport rates than was

measured for the remaining data, it is rot included in the analysis

which follows.

Figure 23 shows the nondimensional net sediment transport rate

as a function of the relative flow intensity. For comparison, the

data generated by Inman is also plotted on this graph. A regression

model shows that the nondimensional net sediment transport rate is

related to the relative flow intensity as
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Figure 23. Net sediment transport rate for combined f1ows as a function
of the relative flow intensity
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Figure 24. Net sediment transport rate for combined flows as a function
of the relative mean current intensity
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model shows that the nondimensional net sediment transport rate is

related to the relative mean flow intensity as

~n-g1og  ~! = 1.12 log   � �! - 1.49
P f'W

5.30

or equivalently as

Q n ~ g U t I 1 2
= 0.033  �� !

Pf W
5. 31

with a correlation coefficient of 0.70. Thus, for the range of data

that is presented, the logarithm of the nondimensional net sediment

transport rate correlates better with the logarithm of the re1ative

mean flow intensity than it did with the logarithm of the relative

flow intensity.

The nondimensional net sediment transport is displayed as a

function of the nondimensional ripple length in Figure 25. A simple

linear regression line is also shown on the graph. The correlation

coefficient between the variables is 0.52. Thus, the limited data which

is available shows that there is a relationship between the nondimen-

sional ripple length and the nondimensional net sediment transport rate.

However, more data is needed to further investigate the relationship so

that better estimates of the transport rate can be made from ripple

characteristics.

The combined flow net sediment transport rates are used to test

the sediment transport model proposed by Bagnold �!. The theory in-

dicates that the net immersed sediment transport rate is a linear

function of the stream power which is defined as the rate at which



the fluid does work on the sediment bed. Equation 2,20 represented a

mathematical statement of this concept, i.e.

5.32

The constant K is an efficiency factor which represents the fraction

of the work done by the fluid on the bed which is used to transport

sediment. If all the work done by the fluid on the bed is employed to

transport sediment, then K equals 1. For the process under considera-

tion, i was ca1culated using Equation 2.17 which was developed for a

laminar boundary layer flow over a smooth, flat, impermeable bed.

Obviously, some of the assumptions used to derive Equation 2.17 were

not satisfied in the experimental system but this equation does repre-

sent a valid estimate of the wave induced shear stress. As theories

for ~ develop which more accurately represent the physical system,

they can be employed to update this analysis. The 0t values were em-

ployed as the appropriate representati on of' U. The agreement between

the stream power sedimeht transport model and the experimental data is

clearly shown in Figure 26. The data generated by Inman is also dis-

played for comparison. The correlation coefficient between the

immersed weight sediment transport rate and the stream power is 0.73.

The assumption that K equals one was made and used in Equation 5.32 to

draw the 1ine which is displayed in the figure. The assumption yields

a good relationship between the theory and the experimental values

which indicates that the work done in the bottom boundary layer by com-

bined flows is very efficiently employed in the transport of sediment.
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The ratio of the dispersive sediment transport rate to the net

sediment transport rate is defined to be the relative transport

intensity. The relative transport intensity is displayed as a

function of the relative flow intensity in Figure 27. For small

relative flow intensity values, the flow is dominated by wave motion.

In this flow regime, the relative transport intensity is much greater

than one which indicates that the dispersive transport rate is large

compared to the net transport rate. As the relative flow intensity

increases to one, the relative transport intensity decreases to one.

When the total mean current velocity is greater than or equal to the

maximum orbital velocity, the relative transport intensity is always

one. Thus, all the sediment is transported downstream in this flow

regime.
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUS!ONS

In this investigation, the sediment transport and topographic

features generated by comb1ned wave and steady current conditions

which produce bedload as the dominant transport mode were investi-

gated by laboratory exper1ments. The sand employed in the experiment

was natural beach sand with a mean diameter of 0.22 mm. Since the mean

current velocity was much less than the group velocity of the gravi ty

waves, wave-current interactions were neglected. The topographic

features generated by these flows represent a random process, so

statistical methods were employed to determine meaningful characteris-

tic measures of the topography. An earlier theoretical study by Hino

�8! proposed that fully developed conditions exist when the f'Iow field

and sedimentary processes are in equilibrium and the development of the

topographic features is limited by the angle of repose of the sediment.

For these conditions, Hino employed a dimensional analysis to predict

that the equil1brium range of the ripple number spectra obeys a minus

three power law. The data collected by Jain and Kennedy �7! and other

researchers support this conclusion for steady open channel flows.

However, the bedform spectra f' or combined wave and steady current con-

ditions produced by this investigation demonstrate that the equilibrium

range does not always obey a minus three power law. Therefore, a local

equilibr1um cond1tion is defined to exist when the flow field and the

sedimentary processes are in equil1brium but the development of the

topographic features is not lim1ted by the angle of repose. The ma1n

results concerning the topography generated by combined wave and steady

current conditions which generate bedload as the dominant transport
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mode are as follows:

The equilibrium range of the ripple number spectra for local

equilibrium conditions decays more rapidly than the minus three

power law.

2. For the equilibrium range of the spectra of fully developed bed

forms, Hino �8! proposed that the constant of proportionality

relating the power spectral density to the ripple number is a

function of only the angle of repose. However, for local equili-

brium conditions, the data demonstrates that the constant of pro-

portionality is also a function of the flow field.

3. The variance of the ripple length for local equilibrium conditions

generated by combined flows is less than the variance of the ripple

length for fully developed conditions generated by steady open

channel flows.

4. For local equilibrium conditions, the elevation of the bed topo-

graphy is usually skewed toward the free surface of the water

and the kurtosis of the bedform probability density distribution

is approximately equal to the Gaussian value of 3.0.

5. The characteristic ripple length is approximately linearly related

to the relative mean current i ntensity at the top of the bottom

boundary layer.

During this investigation, the sediment transport rate was cal-

culated by measuring the rate of movement of dyed sediment partic1es

which were initially located in a core in a sediment trough. When the

flow conditions were similar, this method produced net sediment trans-

port rates which were on the same order of magnitude as the sediment



transport rates measured in laboratory experiments by Inman and Bowen

�5!. They calculated the sediment transport rate by measuring the

quantity of sand captured in traps at the ends of the test section.

The main results concerning the sediment transport gener'ated by com-

bined wave and steady current conditions wMh produce bedload as the

dominant transport mode are as follows:

6. The net immersed weight sediment transport rate is linearly related

to the stream power available at the top of the bottom boundary

layer. Furthermore, the proportionality constant is approximately

1.0 indicating that the work done by the fluid in the boundary

layer is efficiently employed to transport sediment. This result

confirms the sediment transport theory proposed by Bagnold �!.

7. The net sediment transport rate is approximately linearly related

to the relative mean flow intensity at the top of the boundary

layer.

8. The net sediment transport rate can be estimated by a measurement

of the characteristic ripple length. Therefore, a method has been

demonstrated which if extended by additional experimental i nvesti-

gation may al1ow the sediment transport rate for a broad range of

combined flow condithns to be estimated from photographs of the

bottom topography.

9. The dispersive sediment transport intensity decreases as the rela-

tive flow intensi ty increases.

No single theory has demonstrated the ability to predict the sedi-

ment transport rate for the entire range of sedimentary and flow fie1d

conditions. Therefore, advances in the knowledge of the sediment trans-
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port phenomena must rely on the results of well formulated experiments.

The judicious use of dimensional analysis and reliable experimental

data will allow the specification of differing transport regimes. In

each flow regime the fundamental relationship between the flow field

and the transport phenomena must be thoroughly investigated. A dimen-

sional analysis was developed for combined flow fields which indicates

the basic parameters which must be varied in order to broaden the know-

ledge of the transport phenomena generated by these flows. The ana'1ysis

shows that the sediment characteristics, the relative flow intensity,

the relative mean flow velocity, the relative depth, and the relative

wave frequency are the important parameters controlling the dynamic

sedimentary processes generated by combined flows.

Finally, a better understanding of the basic physical processes

generating sediment transport must rely on theoretical deve1opments

which include real fluid and sediment effects.
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8. LIST OF SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS

SYMBOL ~UANTYTY

maximum gravity wave amplitude

cons tant rel a ted to sediment pore space
I

a

total cross sectional area of transported
dyed sediment

A

fractional cross sectiona1 area of transported
dyed sediment

generalized coefficient relating the power
spectral density to the ripple number

C e! coefficient relating the power spectral density
to the ripple number.

mean grain diameter

drag coefficient

Stokes drag coefficient for a sphere

gravity wave frequency

acceleration due to gravity

power spectral density function

mean depth of fluid

D

ripple number

angular gravity wavenumber

constant in the sediment transport theory by
Bagno'Id �963!

immersed weight net sediment transport rate per
unit channel width
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SYMBOL gUANTITY

bedform kurtosis

gravity wave wavelength

width of dyed sediment core

orbita1 excursion length of a water particle at
the top of the bottom boundary layer

Ll

L2

probability density distribution

a fractional sediment transport per unit channel
width per unit time

q.

sediment discharge

total sediment discharge per unit channel width
per unit time

QD

net sediment transport per unit channel width per
unit time

QN

upstream sediment transport. per unit channe1 width
per uni t time

downstream sediment transport per unit channel
width per unit time

a Reynolds number

a characteristic ripple length

a characteristic ripple length

relative s1ope of the equilibrium range of a spectrum

immersed weight

ith moment of a power spectral density distribution

a nondimensional number



LIST OF SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS  Continued!

SYMBOL gUANTITY

bedform skewnessSK

standard deviation of ripples

total standard deviation of bed

STD'

STDVt

time

time constant for particle response to velocity
variations

gravity wave period

duration of an experiment

x component of velocity

mean fluid velocity

0
0

gravity wave orbital velocity at the top of the
bottom boundary layer

total mean fluid velocity

Maximum gravity wave orbitaI velocity at the top
of the bottom boundary layer

vi

total displaced dyed sediment volume

fall velocity of a xdiment particle

decrement of wave power

"c

Cartesian coordinatesx,y,z

distance V. is transported
1

x ~

fractional volume of the total displayed dyed sedi-
ment volume
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS  Continued!

QUANTITYSYMBOL

change in elevation of dyed sediment core

bottom boundary layer thickness

nondimensional number

boundary layer thickness

spectral width

fluid free surface elevation

a local maximum va1ue of nnm

normalized local maximum value of n

ang 1 e of repose o f sediment

ripple length

dynamic viscosity

kinematic viscosity

3,14

i Buckingham Pi quantity

density of a fluidPf

density of sediment

mean current bottom shear stress

bed elevation relative to mean bed elevation
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS  Continued!

SYMBOL QUANTITY

0

a sedimentary characteristic

wave induced mean shear stress at the top of the
bottom boundary 1ayer
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9.1 Bed Profile Probability Density Distributions and
Cumul ati ve Probabil ity Distributions
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9.2 Ripple Number Spectra of Bed Profiles
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Figure 54. Spectra of bed profiles generated by progressive waves
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Figure 56. Spectra of bed profiles generated by combined flows
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